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CHAPTER XIV 
THE INTER-AMERICAN JURIDICAL COMMITTEE 

 
Article 99 
 
The purpose of the Inter-American Juridical Committee is to serve the Organization as an advisory body on juridical matters; to promote 
the progressive development and the codification of international law; and to study juridical problems related to the integration of the 
developing countries of the Hemisphere and, insofar as may appear desirable, the possibility of attaining uniformity in their legislation. 
 
Article 100 
 
The Inter-American Juridical Committee shall undertake the studies and preparatory work assigned to it by the General Assembly, the 
Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, or the Councils of the Organization. It may also, on its own initiative, undertake 
such studies and preparatory work as it considers advisable, and suggest the holding of specialized juridical conferences. 
 
Article 101 
 
The Inter-American Juridical Committee shall be composed of eleven jurists, nationals of Member States, elected by the General Assembly 
for a period of four years from panels of three candidates presented by Member States. In the election, a system shall be used that takes 
into account partial replacement of membership and, insofar as possible, equitable geographic representation. No two Members of the 
Committee may be nationals of the same State. 
 
Vacancies that occur for reasons other than normal expiration of the terms of office of the Members of the Committee shall be filled by 
the Permanent Council of the Organization in accordance with the criteria set forth in the preceding paragraph. 
 
Article 102 
 
The Inter-American Juridical Committee represents all of the Member States of the Organization, and has the broadest possible technical 
autonomy. 
 
Article 103 
 
The Inter-American Juridical Committee shall establish cooperative relations with universities, institutes, and other teaching centers, as 
well as with national and international committees and entities devoted to study, research, teaching, or dissemination of information on 
juridical matters of international interest. 
 
Article 104 
 
The Inter-American Juridical Committee shall draft its statutes, which shall be submitted to the General Assembly for approval. 
 
The Committee shall adopt its own rules of procedure. 
 
Article 105 
 
The seat of the Inter-American Juridical Committee shall be the city of Rio de Janeiro, but in special cases the Committee may meet at any 
other place that may be designated, after consultation with the Member State concerned. 
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INTRODUCTION: PRIVACY AND THE PROTECTION OF PERSONAL 
DATA IN THE AMERICAS  

 
The concept of privacy is closely linked to intimacy, a right guaranteed in the main inter-American 
and universal human rights instruments. 
 
With the rapid development of communication and information technologies, this concept has 
acquired a new dimension in world in which technological changes happen constantly and quickly, 
and presents complex challenges which require a balance between the individuals’ right to privacy, 
the appropriate use of technology and the free flow of information. 
 
Its importance has been recognized by the countries of the Americas both in the framework of the 
Organization of American States (OAS) and at the national level as per the tendency observed in 
their own constitutional norms and special laws. 
 
As information and communications technology knows no borders, intricate national and 
international components converge in the protection of personal data. The OAS Member States 
have reaffirmed the importance of protecting personal data and the right to privacy, as well as 
every person’s right of to be protected from undue interference, consistent with the provisions of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and the American Convention on Human 
Rights. 
 
In international doctrine, this concept has evolved to become the set of ARCO rights (access, 
rectification, cancellation and opposition) as a means which should be available to all  for the 
preservation of identity, dignity and freedom, recognized as a whole as the individual's right to 
informational self-determination. The unlawful access to personal data affects, among others, the 
protection of the human dignity, the free development of an individual’s personality and its 
personal privacy. Improper use by a third party of personal files, images, medical records, bank 
account or e-mail passwords, for example, can cause great damage to the individual, affecting its 
reputation, its honor, its financial integrity and its ability to access certain services such as those 
related to credit or health. 
 
In recent years, the OAS has assumed an increasingly active role in this area, and as far back as 
1996, asked the Inter-American Juridical Committee (IAJC) that, within its consideration of the right 
of access to public information, it also address issues concerning the protection of personal data. 
The IAJC has conducted several studies on the basic rules that govern the cross-border flow of 
information and protection of personal data and privacy. Recently, as mandated by the General 
Assembly, the IAJC prepared and submitted to that body the Legislative Guide on Privacy and the 
Protection of Personal Data collected in this publication. 
 
This Guide is comprehensive and reflects some aspects of the debate and the legislative work that 
has been developed over several years in the Member States. Its purpose is to explain and elaborate 
on the principles of privacy and personal data protection in the Americas, adopted in 2012 by the 
IAJC itself, as well as some of the basic problems that arise when attempting to regulate the 
protection of privacy and individual liberties. 
 



The Guide’s detailed explanation of these Principles aims to provide guidance to OAS Member 
States and facilitate the preparation and implementation of their national laws and related rules in 
this area. The pillars of this Guide continue to be the Principles which it maintains, expands and 
details to improve their interpretation and application. 
  
The Guide arises from the imperative that each Member State will individually determine the best 
way to implement it into their domestic legal system, either through laws, rules or other 
mechanisms. Its aim is to provide the basic elements of effective protection, without prejudice to 
the States’ ability to provide additional mechanisms for the protection of personal data, taking into 
account the manner and legitimate purposes for which the data is collected and used for the benefit 
of people. 
 
In general, this Guide reflects the importance of effectiveness, reasonableness, proportionality and 
flexibility as core elements. The first part describes some of the aspects that were considered in its 
development and the reasons for adopting the methodology that was used in its preparation.  
 
Next, the Guide explains the most important components and definitions that allow us to better 
understand each Principle and finally, it contains an Annex with annotations and references to 
international legal instruments on the right to privacy, the free flow of information, privacy and 
protection of personal data. 
 
The adoption of these Guidelines by the IAJC, is just another step in the long road to the effective 
implementation of the protection of personal data in the region. 
 
In this regard, the Secretariat for Legal Affairs of the Organization of American States, consistent 
with the mandates given by the General Assembly and the Inter-American Program for the 
Development of International Law, will continue to support the OAS Member States in their efforts 
to protect personal information, the right to privacy and the right to be protected against undue 
interference with their intimacy. 
 
Department of International Law 
Secretariat for Legal Affairs 
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 ( A D O P T E D  B Y  T H E  I N T E R - A M E R I C A N  J U R I D I C A L  
C O M M I T T E E 1)  

BACKGROUND 

Since 1996, the General Assembly of the Organization of American States (OAS) has paid special 
attention to issues related to access to information and the protection of personal data. On June 7 of 
that year, it requested the IAJC that, in its consideration of the matter of the right of access to public 
information, it also addressed issues concerning the protection of personal data. 

Such work provided valuable input to understand the true dimension of this subject in light of the 
effects of new technologies on the expansion of the management and use of information, and 
support Member States in the adoption of measures to facilitate the harmonization of legislation, 
promote regional cooperation and search for key elements for a future regional instrument on the 
matter. 

In March 2012, the IAJC adopted a "Draft Declaration of Principles on Privacy and Protection of 
Personal Data in the Americas2" (Principles) whose primary purpose was to guide the Member 
States in the adoption of measures to protect the respect for people’s privacy, reputation and 
dignity, and support the development and adoption of laws consistent with these Principles. The 
document was received by the General Assembly of the OAS3, who on that occasion requested the 
IAJC to present "proposals to the Committee on Juridical and Political Affairs (CAJP) on ways to 
regulate data protection issues, including a draft Model Law Protection of Personal Data, taking into 
account international standards on this subject.” 

In compliance with this mandate, the IAJC entrusted this task to Dr. David P. Stewart, who had 
served as Rapporteur of the topic since 2013. In such capacity, Dr. Stewart required the support of 
Member States of the Organization, requesting information on their practices and laws in the field. 
Similarly, he conducted extensive consultations with experts and others involved in the formulation 
of principles and practices concerning the protection of personal data, including the European 

                                                           
1 CJI/RES. 212 (LXXXVI-O/15)  

2 CJI/RES. 186 (LXXX-O/12) 

3 AG/RES. 2842 (XLIV-O/14) 



Union, other regional groups, and representatives of the government, academic, business and non- 
government sectors. 

Pondering these inputs as well as the rapid development of new information and communication 
technologies, as well as the constant challenges they pose for the treatment, protection and security 
of personal data, the Rapporteur concluded that the most productive approach to the preparation 
of the document requested by the General Assembly was to develop a Legislative Guide.  

He further considered that the pillars of the Guide should be the 12 Principles adopted in 2012 by 
the IAJC itself, introducing some adjustments that took into account the results of his research as 
well as best practices and the guidelines and documents prepared under the auspices of other 
organizations such as the European Union, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) and the Asia-Pacific (APEC) Economic Cooperation. 

In the process of drafting the Legislative Guide, the Rapporteur also acknowledged the prevalence 
of different levels of protection among countries; the absence of a uniform and consistent regional 
approach; and the existence of dissimilar approaches to the issue in other regions of the world. He 
therefore concluded that t the most important contribution that the IAJC could make to the Member 
States in this area was to take advantage of the experiences and achievements of other regions, 
while considering the distinctive traits of our own continent and, on the basis of all these elements, 
prepared a framework proposal that is expected to be useful to the Member States in addressing 
the issue. 

These considerations advised against the possibility of a precise and detailed legislative text similar 
to recent model laws adopted in the framework of the OAS. Instead, the Rapporteur opted for a 
more comprehensive and general instrument. 

As stated by the Rapporteur himself, the resulting document aims to provide a context and broad 
guidance to facilitate the identification of some of the guidelines that could be considered by the 
countries of the hemisphere in future legislative developments in this area. 



 

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 
 

Interpretation 

These Principles are interrelated and should be interpreted together as a whole. 

Scope of Application 

The Principles apply to personal data contained in hard copy as well as electronic files; to personal 
data generated, collected or administered by government entities as well as to data gathered and 
processed by private entities4. They shall not apply to personal data used by an individual 
exclusively in the context of his or her private life. 

Interested Parties 

For purposes of these Principles, only people (natural persons) have privacy interests -- not the 
devices, computers or systems by which they interact. Neither do the organizations or other legal 
entities with which they deal. Minors (individuals below the age of adulthood) also have legitimate 
privacy interests which should be recognized and effectively protected by national law. 

Concepts: 

Privacy – This concept is well-established in international law and is based on personal honor and 
dignity as well as freedom of speech, thought, opinion and association. In the Americas, these 
concepts are clearly established in Article V of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of 
Man (1948) as well as Articles 11 and 13 of the American Convention on Human Rights (“Pact of 
San Jose”) (1969) (see Annex). Furthermore, the right to privacy has been upheld by the Inter-
American Court of Human Rights5. As recognized in all legal systems, the right to privacy is not 
absolute and can be restricted by reasonable limitations rationally related to appropriate goals. 

Free flow of information - The fundamental principles of freedom of expression and association, 
and the free flow of information, are recognized in the Inter-American System as central to the 
promotion of democracy and democratic institutions, as stated in Article IV of the American 
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man (1948) as well as Article 13 of the American Convention 
on Human Rights (see Annex).  

                                                           
4 Regarding the specific right of individuals to access public information, see the Model Inter-American Law on Access to 
Public Information, adopted by the OAS General Assembly on June 8, 2010 in AG/RES. 2607 (XL-O/10), which 
incorporates the principles outlined by the Inter-American Court on Human Rights in Claude Reyes v. Chile, Judgment of 
Sept. 19, 2006 (Series C No. 151), as well as the Principles on Access to Information adopted by the Inter-American 
Juridical Committee in CJI/RES. 147 (LXXIII-O/08). 

5 “[T]he sphere of privacy is characterized by being exempt and immune from abusive and arbitrary invasion by third 
parties or public authorities.” Case of the Ituango Massacres v. Colombia, Judgment of July 1, 2006 (para. 149), available at 
http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_148_ing.pdf. 



Definitions: 

Personal data - Information that identifies, or may be reasonably be used to identify, a specific 
individual, whether directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or 
to one or more factors specific to his or her physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or 
social identity.  

The term “data” is intentionally used broadly in an effort to provide the widest protection to the 
rights of the individuals concerned. In general, the Principles avoid the use of the phrase “personal 
information" since that term by itself might be construed not to include specific "data" such as 
factual items or electronically-stored "bits" or digital records.  

Similarly, the term "data" might be construed not to include compilations of facts that taken 
together allow conclusions to be drawn about the particular individual(s). To illustrate, details 
about the height, weight, hair color and date of birth of two individuals might be "data" which, 
when compared, might reveal the "information" that they are brother and sister or perhaps 
identical twins. To promote the greatest protection of privacy, these Principles would apply in both 
situations and would not permit a data controller to make such distinctions. 

Data Controller - Natural or legal person, private entity, public authority or other body or 
organization (alone or jointly with others) with responsibility for the storage, processing, use, 
protection and dissemination of the data in question. In general, it will include the natural or legal 
persons or authorities empowered under national law to decide the content, purpose and use of a 
data file or data base. In some circumstances, the term will also apply to entities which can be 
described as “data collectors” since in most situations the entity that stores, uses, and disseminates 
the personal data will also be responsible (directly or indirectly) for collecting that data.  

Data Processor - The natural or legal person, private entity, public authority or other body or 
organization that (alone or jointly with others) processes the data in question. Typically, the data 
processor is separate from the data collector. In some situations, the data controller might also be 
the data processor, or the data controller may make arrangements for others to do the processing 
through a contractual relationship. The term “data processing” is used broadly, to include any 
operation or set of operations performed on personal data, such as collection, recording, storage, 
alteration, retrieval, disclosure, or transfer.  

Data Protection Authority - Some OAS Member States have established national regulatory bodies 
for setting and enforcing the laws, regulations, and requirements relating to the protection of 
personal data to ensure consistency across the country. In other Member States, various 
governmental levels (national, regional, municipal) have each created their own data protection 
rules and authorities. In still others, the regulatory schemes might differ according to the sector or 
field of activity (banking, medical, educational, etc.), and responsibility might be shared between 
regulatory bodies and private entities which are subject to specific legal responsibilities.  

Data Subject - The individual whose personal data is being collected, processed, stored, used or 
disseminated.  



Sensitive Personal Data - Category that includes data affecting the most intimate aspects of natural 
persons. Depending on the specific cultural, social or political context, this category might, for example, 
include data related to an individual’s personal health or sexual preferences, religious beliefs, or racial or 
ethnic origins. In certain circumstances, this data might be considered worthy of special protection 
because, if mishandled or improperly disclosed, it could lead to serious harm to the individual or to 
unlawful or arbitrary discrimination.  



 

P R I N C I P L E S   



 

P R I N C I P L E  O N E :  L A W F U L  A N D  F A I R  
P U R P O S E S  

PERSONAL DATA SHOULD BE COLLECTED ONLY FOR LAWFUL 
PURPOSES AND BY FAIR AND LAWFUL MEANS 

 

This Principle addresses two elements: (i) the “lawful purposes” for which personal data is initially 
collected and (ii) the "fair and lawful means” by which that data is initially collected. 

The premise is that many if not most intrusions on the rights of individuals can be avoided if 
respect is given to the related concepts of lawfulness and fairness at the outset, when data is 
initially collected. These Principles of course apply and must be respected throughout the process 
of gathering, compiling, storing, using, disclosing and disposing of personal data -- not just at the 
point of collection. Yet they are more likely to be honored and respected if they are emphasized and 
respected from the very beginning.  

Lawful Purposes  

The requirement of lawfulness in the purpose for which personal data is collected, retained and 
processed is a fundamental norm, deeply rooted in basic democratic values and the rule of law. In 
principle, the collection of personal data should be limited and undertaken on the basis of the 
individual’s knowledge or consent. Data should not be collected about individuals except in 
situations, and by methods, permitted or authorized by law and (as a general rule) disclosed to 
those concerned at the time of collection.  

The requirement of lawfulness embraces the notion of legitimacy and excludes the arbitrary and 
capricious collection of personal data. It implies transparency and a legal structure that is 
accessible to the person whose data is being collected.  

In most contexts, the lawfulness requirement can be respected if the data collector or processor 
informs the data subject about the legal basis on which the data is being requested at the time of 
collection (e.g., “your personal identification number is requested pursuant to the National 
Registration Law of 2004” or “Ministry of Economy Directive 33-25,”).  

In other situations, a different explanation may be required, such as “This information is required in 
order to guarantee that the refund of money is sent to the correct address of the claimant”. In such 
cases, the purposes for which the data is collected must be stated clearly so that the individual is 
able to understand how the data will be collected, used or disclosed.  

Fair and Lawful Means  

This first Principle also requires that the means by which the personal data is collected must be 
both “fair and lawful.” Personal data is collected by fair and lawful means when the collection is 



consistent with both the applicable legal requirements and the reasonable expectations of 
individuals based on their relationship with the data controller or other entity collecting the data 
and the notice(s) provided to individuals at the time their data is collected.  

This Principle excludes obtaining personal data by means of fraud, deception or under false 
pretenses. It would be violated, for example, when an organization misrepresents itself as another 
entity in telemarketing calls, print advertising, or email in order to deceive consumers and induce 
them to disclose their credit card numbers, bank account data or other sensitive personal 
information. 

“Fairness” is contextual and depends on the circumstances. It requires, among other things, that 
individuals should be provided appropriate choices about how and when they provide personal 
data to data controllers when collection would not be reasonably expected given their relationships 
with the data collector or processor and the notice(s) they were provided at the time their data was 
collected. The choices provided to individuals should not interfere with the efforts and obligations 
of data controllers to promote safety, security, and legal compliance, or otherwise prevent them 
from engaging in commonly accepted practices regarding the collection and use of personal data.  

In implementing these Principles, Member States may decide to contain a separate “fairness” 
requirement that is distinct from the issue of deception.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  T W O :  C L A R I T Y  A N D  
C O N S E N T 

THE PURPOSES FOR WHICH PERSONAL DATA IS COLLECTED 
SHOULD BE SPECIFIED AT THE TIME OF ITS COLLECTION. AS A 

GENERAL RULE, PERSONAL DATA SHOULD ONLY BE COLLECTED 
WITH THE CONSENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONCERNED 

 

This Principle also focuses on the collection of personal data. It rests on the concept of 
“informational self-determination” and in particular on two basic concepts which are widely 
recognized internationally: the “transparency” principle and the “consent” principle. Together, they 
require that (i) the purposes for which personal data is collected should be specified, generally not 
later than the point at which collection begins, and (ii) personal data should only be collected with 
the consent (explicit or implicit) of the individual to whom the data refers.  

Transparency  

As a rule, the purposes for which personal data is collected should be specified clearly at the time of 
its collection. To make an informed decision about providing such data, individuals should be 
informed about the practices and policies of the collecting entities or persons. Without clarity, the 
individual’s consent to the collection of their data cannot be valid.  

In order to provide individuals with the necessary elements to decide as to whom and why they will 
provide their personal data, more information may be needed than just the purposes of the 
collection and handling of those data. It could also be important for the individuals to be informed 
about the legal basis for such collection, how their personal data will be stored and processed, the 
identity and contact information of the personal responsible for handling them, any data transfers 
that may be involved, and the means at their disposal for exercising their rights in respect of their 
personal data.  

Consent  

As a rule, the individual must be able to consent freely to the collection of personal data in the 
manner and for the purposes intended. The individual's consent should therefore be based on 
sufficient information and should be clear, that is, leaving no doubt or ambiguity about the 
individual's intent. For consent to be valid, the individual should have sufficient information about 
the specific details of the data to be collected, how it is to be collected, the purposes of the 
processing, and any disclosures that may be made. The individual must have the ability to exercise 
an actual choice.  

There must be no risk of deception, intimidation, coercion or significant negative consequences to 
the individual from refusal to consent. (Of course, in some commercial situations, providing the 



requested data may be a legitimate prerequisite to the individual’s ability to use the service or 
product in question.)  

The method for obtaining consent should appropriate to the age and capacity of the individual 
concerned (if known) and to the particular circumstances of the case. No specific form of consent is 
required, but in principle it should reflect the preference and informed decision by the individual 
concerned. Clearly, consent obtained under duress or on the basis of misrepresentations or even 
incomplete or misleading information cannot satisfy the conditions for legitimate collection or 
processing.  

Context  

The consent requirement must be interpreted reasonably in the rapidly evolving technological 
environment in which personal data is collected and used today. The nature of consent may differ 
depending on the specific circumstances. These Principles recognize that in some situations, 
"knowledge" may be the appropriate standard where data processing and disclosure satisfy 
legitimate interests. Implicit consent may be appropriate when the personal data in question is less 
sensitive and when information about the purpose and method of collection is provided in a 
reasonable way so that the requirements of transparency are satisfied.  

For example, an individual’s consent to the collection of some personal data may reasonably be 
inferred from previous interactions with (and notices provided by) data controllers and when 
collection is consistent with the context of the transaction for which data was originally collected. It 
may also be inferred from commonly accepted practices regarding the collection and use of 
personal data or the legal obligations of data controllers. In some limited situations, non-consensual 
collection of some personal data may be authorized. In such instances, the party seeking to collect 
and process the data must show that it has a clear need to do so for the purposes of its legitimate 
interests or for those of a third party to whom the data may be disclosed. It must also demonstrate 
that the legitimate interests of the party seeking disclosure are balanced against the interests of the 
data subject concerned.  

The “legitimate interests” condition will not be met if the processing will have a prejudicial effect on 
the rights and freedoms, or other legitimate interests, of the data subject. Where there is a serious 
mismatch between competing interests, the subject’s legitimate interests must come first. The 
collecting and processing of data under the legitimate interests condition must be fair and lawful 
and must comply with all the data protection principles.  

Sensitive personal data may only be processed without the individual’s explicit consent where it is 
clearly in the substantial public interest (as authorized by law) or in the vital interests of the data 
subject (for instance, in a life-threatening emergency).  

Timing  

As a general rule, an individual should be informed of the purposes at the time the data is collected, 
and his or her consent should be obtained at that point. In most cases, consent will last for as long 



as the processing to which it relates continues. In some instances, the subsequent collection of 
additional data may reasonably be based on the individual’s prior consent to the initial collection.  

An individual is entitled to withdraw consent depending on the nature of the consent given and the 
purposes for which the data is collected. In general, withdrawal of consent does not affect the 
validity of anything already done on the basis of said consent.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  T H R E E :  R E L E V A N C E  A N D  
N E C E S S I T Y   

THE DATA SHOULD BE ACCURATE, RELEVANT AND NECESSARY 
FOR THE STATED PURPOSES FOR WHICH IT IS COLLECTED 
 

Accuracy, relevancy and necessity are critical concepts in respect of data protection and personal 
privacy. Naturally, their requirements must be assessed in relation to the specific context in which 
the data is collected, used, and disclosed. Contextual considerations include what particular data is 
collected and the purposes for which that data is collected.  

Accuracy  

Personal data should be correct, accurate, complete and up-to-date as necessary with respect to the 
purposes for which it was collected. Data quality is clearly important to the protection of privacy 
interests. Inaccurate data can cause harm to both the data processor and the data subject, but to an 
extent that varies greatly depending on context. The data collector or processor should therefore 
adopt mechanisms to ensure that the personal data is correct, accurate, complete, and up-to-date.  

The data may or may not need to be continually updated and/or supplemented in order to be 
accurate in relation to the stated purpose for which the data was collected. In deciding whether 
additional information is required, the standard must be one of “necessity,” that is, the data in 
question must be accurate, complete and up-to-date to the extent necessary for the purposes of use.  

In limited circumstances (for example, the investigation of or protection against fraud), data 
processors may need to retain and process some inaccurate or fraudulent data.  

Relevance  

The requirement that data be “relevant” means that it must be reasonably related to the purposes 
for which it was collected and is intended to be used. For instance, data concerning opinions may 
easily be misleading if they are used for purposes to which they bear no relation.  

Necessity and proportionality  

As a general rule, data processors should only use personal data in ways commensurate with the 
stated purposes for which the data was collected, for example when necessary to provide the 
service or product that was requested by the individual. Moreover, data collectors and processors 
should follow a “limitation” or “minimization” criterion, according to which they should make a 
reasonable effort to ensure that the personal data handled correspond to the minimum required for 
the stated purpose. In some legal systems the concept of "proportionality" is used to refer generally 
to the balancing of competing values. Proportionality requires decision-makers to evaluate whether 
a measure has gone beyond what is required to attain a legitimate goal and whether its claimed 



benefits will exceed the anticipated costs. In the context of public sector data processing, the idea of 
necessity is sometimes measured by proportionality, for example to require balancing (i) the public 
interest in processing the personal data against (ii) protection of the individuals’ privacy interests. 
Under these Principles, the concepts of “necessity” and “proportionality” place general limitations 
on use, meaning that personal data should be used only to fulfill the purposes of collection except 
with the consent of the individual whose personal data is collected or when necessary to provide a 
service or product requested by the individual. The Principles recognize, however, that the field of 
data management and processing is continually evolving technologically. In consequence, this 
Principle must be understood to embrace a measure of reasonable flexibility and adaptability.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  F O U R :  L I M I T E D  U S E  A N D  
R E T E N T I O N   

PERSONAL DATA SHOULD BE KEPT AND USED ONLY IN A LAWFUL 
MANNER THAT IS NOT INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE PURPOSE(S) FOR 
WHICH IT WAS COLLECTED. IT SHOULD NOT BE KEPT FOR LONGER 

THAN NECESSARY FOR THAT PURPOSE OR PURPOSES AND IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH RELEVANT DOMESTIC LAW   

 

This Principle sets forth two fundamental premises regarding retention of personal data: (1) it 
should be kept and used in a lawful manner that is not incompatible with the purpose for which 
they were collected (sometimes referred to as the “principle of purpose” or “purpose limitation”); 
and (2) it should not be kept longer than necessary for that purpose and in accordance with 
relevant domestic law.  

Limited use  

Regarding the first premise, personal data must be handled for definite and lawful purposes. 
Retention and use of personal data must be consistent with individuals’ reasonable expectations, 
their relationship with the data controller collecting the data, the notice(s) provided by the data 
controller, and commonly accepted practices.  

Personal data must not be kept or used for purposes other than those compatible with those for 
which it was collected, except with the knowledge or consent of the data subject or by the authority 
of law. The concept of "incompatibility" includes a certain measure of flexibility, allowing reference 
to the overall objective or purpose for which the individual's consent to collection was initially 
given. In this regard, the appropriate measure may often be one of respecting the context in which 
the individual had provided his or her personal data and his or her 10 reasonable expectations in 
the particular situation. 

For example, when an individual consumer provides her name and mailing address to an online 
retailer, and that retailer in turn discloses that consumer’s name and home address to the shipper 
so that the purchased goods may be delivered to the consumer, this disclosure is clearly a 
“compatible” use of personal data. However, if the online retailer discloses the consumer’s name 
and home address to another retailer or marketer for purposes unnecessary for and unrelated to 
the completion of the consumer’s online transaction, it would most likely be an “incompatible” use 
of the consumer’s data and not allowed unless the consumer offers her express consent.  

Another circumstance in which this Principle may be applied reasonably and with a degree of 
flexibility concerns the use of an individual’s personal data as part of a broad (or “aggregate”) 
processing of data from a large number of individuals by the data controller, for example for 
inventory, statistical or accounting purposes.  



Limited Retention  

Personal data should be kept only as long as required by the purpose for which it was collected and 
as prescribed by relevant domestic law. A general limitation on data retention is required by 
modern technological realities. Because the cost of data storage has been reduced so sharply, it may 
often be less expensive for data controllers to store data indefinitely rather than to review and 
delete unnecessary data. Yet unnecessary and excessive retention of personal data clearly has 
privacy implications. As a general rule, therefore, data must be disposed of when it is no longer 
needed for its original purpose or as otherwise required by national law.  

However, it is not intended to suggest that data controllers must always delete data when no longer 
needed. Individuals may choose to consent, either expressly or by implication, to the use and 
retention of their personal data for additional purposes. Relevant domestic law may impose explicit 
legal requirements for data retention.  

Moreover, a data controller may have legitimate reasons to retain data for a certain period of time 
even if not explicitly required. For example, employers may retain records on former employees, or 
doctors may retain records on their former patients, in order to protect themselves against certain 
types of legal actions, such as medical malpractice, wrongful discharge, etc. It may also be necessary 
for data controllers to retain personal data for longer periods in order to comply with other legal 
obligations, or to protect the rights, safety or property of the individual, the data processor, or a 
third party. 



 

P R I N C I P L E  F I V E :  D U T Y  O F  
C O N F I D E N T I A L I T Y   

PERSONAL DATA SHOULD NOT BE DISCLOSED, MADE AVAILABLE 
OR USED FOR PURPOSES OTHER THAN THOSE FOR WHICH IT WAS 

COLLECTED, EXCEPT WITH THE KNOWLEDGE OR CONSENT OF THE 
CONCERNED INDIVIDUAL OR UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF LAW 

 

This Principle derives from the basic duty of the data controller to maintain the "confidentiality" of 
personal data in a safe and controlled environment.  

This duty requires the data controller to ensure that such data is not given (or otherwise made 
available) to persons or entities except pursuant to the knowledge, consent or reasonable 
expectations of the individual concerned or under proper legal authority. The data controller must 
also ensure that the personal data is not used for purposes which are incompatible with the original 
purpose for which that data was collected. These responsibilities arise from the nature of the 
personal data itself and do not depend on assertions by the individuals concerned.  

This duty to respect limits on disclosure is in addition to the obligation of data controllers (under 
Principle Six) to promote safety, security, and legal compliance in safeguarding data. Protecting 
privacy means not only keeping personal data secure, but also enabling individuals to control how 
their personal data is used and disclosed. An essential element of “informational self-
determination” is the establishment and maintenance of trust between data subject and data 
controller, especially with regard to the disclosure of personal data to third parties.  

In some situations, an individual's consent may reasonably be inferred based on the particular 
context of the individual’s relationship and interactions with the data controller or its services, the 
notice(s) provided by the data controller, and commonly accepted practices regarding the 
collection and use of personal data. For example, in some situations it is entirely reasonable for a 
data controller to share data with a third party “service provider” (for example, a data processor) 
under a specified contractual arrangement.  

Disclosure to law enforcement authorities and other government agencies pursuant to law would 
not contravene this Principle but should be authorized by clear and specific provisions.  

The protection of personal data in the hands of public authorities may be subject to differing rules 
depending on the nature of the information and the reasons for disclosure. These reasons and rules 
should also be addressed by clear and specific provisions. In this regard, attention is drawn to the 
Model Inter-American Law on Access to Public Information, adopted in 2010.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  S I X :  P R O T E C T I O N  A N D  
S E C U R I T Y   

PERSONAL DATA SHOULD BE PROTECTED BY REASONABLE AND 
APPROPRIATE SECURITY SAFEGUARDS AGAINST UNAUTHORIZED 

ACCESS, LOSS, DESTRUCTION, USE, MODIFICATION OR 
DISCLOSURE 

 

Under this Principle, data controllers have a clear duty to take necessary practical and technical 
steps to protect personal data in their possession or custody (or for which they are responsible) 
and to ensure that such personal data is not accessed, lost, destroyed, used, modified or disclosed 
except in accordance with the individual's knowledge or consent or other lawful authority. 

The specific obligation is to provide “reasonable and appropriate security safeguards.” It is based 
on achieving and maintaining a proper level of care in the context of the overall situation. Thus, 
considerations of proportionality and necessity must be considered.  

In the modern context, absolute privacy and complete protection of personal data is technically 
impossible to guarantee, and the effort to achieve it would impose undesirable barriers and 
unacceptable costs. Moreover, different contexts may require different solutions and levels of 
safeguards. Accordingly, this Principle requires an exercise of reasoned and informed judgment and 
is not necessarily violated any time a data controller experiences an unauthorized access, loss, 
destruction, use, modification or disclosure.  

Personal data should be protected, regardless of the format in which it is held, by safeguards that 
are reasonably designed to prevent material harm to individuals from the unauthorized access to or 
loss or destruction of the data.  

The nature of the safeguards may vary depending on the sensitivity of the data in question. Clearly, 
more sensitive data requires a greater level of protection. Reasons for providing enhanced 
protection might include, for example, the risks of identity theft, financial loss, negative effects to 
credit ratings, damage to property, loss of employment or business or professional opportunities.  

The standard is not static. Threats to privacy, especially cyber threats, are constantly evolving, and 
the assessment of what are "reasonable and appropriate" safeguards must respond to those 
developments. The challenge is to provide meaningful guidance to data controllers while ensuring 
that the standards remain "technologically neutral" and are not rendered obsolete by rapid changes 
in technology.  

Given the rapid rate of change in the current information environment, what might have been 
permissible practices only a few months ago could well be regarded today as intrusive or risky or 



dangerous to individual privacy. By the same token, what might have seemed a reasonable 
restriction a few months ago might in fact be obsolete or unfair in light of technological advances.  

The assessment of “reasonable and appropriate security safeguards" should therefore be based on 
the current “state of the art” in data security methods and techniques in the light of evolving threats 
to personal privacy. It should also be subject to periodic review and reassessment. Protecting the 
privacy of individuals means keeping their personal data secure and enabling them to control their 
“on-line” experience. In addition to adopting effective security measures, data controllers (such as 
providers of online services) should have the flexibility to provide their users with effective tools to 
control the sharing of personal data as part of their overall measures of privacy protection.  

Data Breaches  

The growing incidence of outside intrusions (“personal data breaches”), in which unauthorized 
persons gain access to protected data, raises criminal as well as privacy concerns. In many 
countries, including within the OAS, the law imposes reporting requirements in such instances. 
Thus, in the event of a breach, data controllers may have a legal obligation to notify the individuals 
whose data has been (or might have been) compromised.  

Such notifications permit the affected individuals to take protective measures and perhaps to 
access and seek correction of any inaccurate data or misuse resulting from the breaches. The 
notifications may also provide incentives for data controllers to demonstrate their accountability, 
to review their data retention policies and to improve their security practices.  

At the same time, breach notification laws may impose obligations on data controllers to cooperate 
with criminal law enforcement agencies as well as other authorities (e.g. computer incident 
response teams or other entities responsible for cybersecurity oversight). National legislation 
should determine the specific (and limited) situations in which law enforcement authorities may 
require the disclosure of personal data without the consent of the individuals concerned. Care 
should be taken not to impose conflicting notification and/or confidentiality requirements on data 
controllers.  

In cases where penalties are imposed on data controllers for non-compliance with the duty to 
safeguard and protect, such penalties should be proportional to the level of harm or risk. In this 
context, it may be useful for national jurisdictions to adopt specific definitions of what constitutes a 
“breach” (or “unauthorized access”), what types of data may require additional levels of protection 
in such an event, and what specific responsibilities a data controller may have in the event of such a 
disclosure.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  S E V E N :  A C C U R A CY  O F  D A T A   
PERSONAL DATA SHOULD BE KEPT ACCURATE AND UP-TO-DATE 

TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY FOR THE PURPOSES OF ITS USE   
 

Accuracy and precision are vitally important for the protection of privacy.  

When personal data is collected and retained for continuing use (as distinct from one-time uses or 
periods of short duration), the data controller has an obligation to take steps to ensure that the data 
is current and accurate as necessary for the purposes for which it was collected and is being used.  

This obligation derives from the "use" for which the data was collected and has been or is intended 
to be put, and for which the individual has given consent. It is not an abstract requirement of 
objective accuracy. Therefore, the data controller or data controller should adopt appropriate 
mechanisms – reasonable in light of the purpose for which the date was collected and is used – to 
make sure that the data remains accurate, complete, correct and up-to-date, and that the rights of 
the individual in question are not impaired.  

Data controllers must undertake effective efforts to safeguard the privacy of individuals and others 
who provide their own data. They may satisfy their obligations with regard to accuracy by 
providing individuals with a reasonable opportunity to review, correct or request deletion of 
personal information they have provided to the data controller. The requirement may be subject to 
a reasonable time limitation.  

In taking measures to determine the accuracy of individuals’ personal data (“data quality”), the data 
controller may consider the sensitivity of the personal data that they collect or maintain and the 
likelihood it may expose individuals to material harm, consistent with the requirements of Principle 
Nine.  

In many instances, the application of this Principle will require the deletion of personal data which 
is no longer necessary for the purposes which initially justified its collection.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  E I G H T :  A C C E S S  A N D  
C O R R E C T I O N   

REASONABLE METHODS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO ALLOW 
INDIVIDUALS WHOSE PERSONAL DATA HAS BEEN COLLECTED TO 
SEEK ACCESS TO SUCH DATA AND TO REQUEST THAT THE DATA 
CONTROLLER AMEND, CORRECT OR DELETE IT. IF SUCH ACCESS 

OR CORRECTION NEEDS TO BE RESTRICTED, THE SPECIFIC 
GROUNDS FOR ANY SUCH RESTRICTIONS SHOULD BE SPECIFIED IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH DOMESTIC LAW  
 

Individuals must have the right to discover whether data controllers have personal data relating to 
those individuals, to have access to that data so that they may challenge the accuracy of that data, 
and to ask the data controller to amend, revise, correct or delete the data in question. This right of 
access and correction is one the most important safeguards in the field of privacy protection.  

The essential elements are the individual’s ability to obtain data relating to him or her within a 
reasonable time, at a reasonable charge, and in a reasonable and intelligible manner; to know 
whether a request for such data has been denied and why; and to challenge such a denial.  

Within the Western Hemisphere, some (but not all) national legal systems recognize a right of 
“habeas data,” by which individuals are able to file a judicial proceeding to prevent or terminate an 
alleged abuse of their personal data. That right may provide the individual access to public or 
private data bases, the right to correct the data in question, to ensure that sensitive personal data 
remains confidential, and to rectify or remove damaging data. Because the specific contours of this 
right vary between Member States, these Principles address the issues it raises in terms of its 
separate elements.  

The Right of Access  

The right to access personal data held by a data controller should be simple to exercise. For 
example, the mechanisms for access should be part of the routine activities of the data controller 
and should not require any special measures or legal process (including, for instance, presenting a 
formal judicial claim). 

Every individual should have the ability access his or her own data. In some situations, even third 
parties may also be entitled (for example, representatives on behalf of those suffering mental 
incapacity, or parents on behalf of minors).  

The ability of an individual to seek access to his or her data is sometimes referred to as the right of 
"individual participation." Under this concept, access should be afforded within a reasonable time 
period, for a reasonable price, in a reasonable manner and in a reasonably intelligible form, while 



any data to be furnished to the data subject must be provided in an intelligible form, using a clear 
and simple language.  

Exceptions and Limitations  

The right of access is not absolute, however. Some exceptional situations exist in every national 
scheme which may require certain data to be kept confidential. These circumstances should be 
clearly set out in the appropriate legislation or other guidance and must be available to the public.  

Such situations may arise, for example, where the individual concerned is suspected of wrongdoing 
and is the subject of an ongoing law enforcement or similar investigation, or where that individual’s 
records are intermingled with those of a third party who also has privacy interests, or where 
granting the data subject access would compromise trade secrets or confidential testing or 
examination material.  

The rules regarding such situations should be as narrow and restrictive as possible. In addition, for 
practical reasons, a data controller may impose reasonable conditions, for example by specifying 
the method by which requests should be made and by requiring the individuals making such 
requests to authenticate their identity through reasonable means.  

Data controllers need not accede to requests that would impose disproportionate burdens or 
expenses, violate the privacy rights of other individuals, infringe on proprietary data or business 
secrets, contravene the data controllers’ legal obligations, or otherwise prevent the company from 
protecting the rights, safety or property of the company, another user, an affiliate, or a third party.  

The Right to Challenge Denial of Access  

In the event that an individual’s request for access is denied, there must be an effective method by 
which the individual (or his representative) can learn the reasons for the denial and challenge that 
denial. Allowing the individual to learn the reasons for an adverse decision is necessary for the 
exercise of the right to challenge the decision and to prevent arbitrary denials.  

As indicated above, it may well be appropriate, or even necessary, in some situations to withhold 
certain data. Such situations should however be the exception, not the rule, and the reasons for the 
denial should be clearly communicated to the individual making the request, in order to prevent 
arbitrary denial of the fundamental right to correct errors and mistakes.  

The Right to Correct Errors and Omissions  

The individual must be able to exercise the right to request the correction of (or an addition to) 
personal data about himself or herself that is incomplete, inaccurate, unnecessary or excessive. This 
is sometimes referred to as the right of “rectification.”  

When the data in question is incomplete or inaccurate, the individual should be permitted to 
provide additional information to correct those errors or omissions. Where the data in question is 
clearly inaccurate, the data controller or data controller should generally correct the inaccuracy 
when the data subject so requests. Even where data has been found to be inaccurate, such as in the 



course of an investigation involving the data subject, it may be more appropriate in some situations 
for the data controller or data controller to add additional material to the record rather than 
deleting it, so as to accurately reflect the entire investigative history.  

The data subject should not be allowed to inject inaccurate or erroneous data into the data 
controller’s records. The data subject also does not necessarily have a right to compel the data 
controller to delete data that is accurate but embarrassing.  

The right of correction or rectification is not absolute. For example, amendment of personal data – 
even erroneous or misleading information - may not be authorized where that data is legally 
required or must be retained for the performance of an obligation imposed on the responsible 
person by the applicable national legislation, or possibly by the contractual relations between the 
responsible person and the data subject.  

Accordingly, national legislation should clearly indicate the conditions under which access and 
correction must be provided and the restrictions that apply. It should specify the limited situations 
in which personal data may not be accessible and cannot be corrected. The specific grounds for 
such restrictions should be clearly specified.  

Some national and regional regulatory schemes provide individuals with a right to request that data 
controllers delete (or erase) specific personal data which, although publicly available, the 
individuals contend is no longer necessary or relevant. This right is sometimes described as the 
right to omit or suppress specific information, to “de-identification” or “anonymization.”  

The right is not absolute but rather contingent and contextual, and it requires a difficult and 
delicate balancing of interests and principles. Exercise of the right necessarily presents 
fundamental issues not just about privacy, honor and dignity, but also about the rights of access to 
truth, freedom of information and speech, and proportionality. It also raises difficult questions 
about who or what makes such decisions and by what process, and whether the obligation should 
apply only to the original (or primary) collector of the data in question (data controller) or also to 
subsequent intermediaries.  

These Principles embrace the rights of access, challenge and correction. Because, at this point in 
time, a “right to erasure or deletion” remains contentious and subject to differing definitions and 
views, the Principles do not explicitly endorse a right to deletion of personal data which (while true 
or factually accurate) is considered personally embarrassing, excessive or merely irrelevant by the 
individual concerned.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  N I N E :  S E N S I T I V E  P E R S O N AL  
D A T A   

SOME TYPES OF PERSONAL DATA, GIVEN ITS SENSITIVITY IN 
PARTICULAR CONTEXTS, ARE ESPECIALLY LIKELY TO CAUSE 

MATERIAL HARM TO INDIVIDUALS IF MISUSED. DATA 
CONTROLLERS SHOULD ADOPT PRIVACY AND SECURITY 

MEASURES THAT ARE COMMENSURATE WITH THE SENSITIVITY OF 
THE DATA AND ITS CAPACITY TO HARM INDIVIDUAL DATA 

SUBJECTS 
 
The term “sensitive personal data” refers to data affecting the most intimate aspects of individuals. 
Depending on the specific cultural, social or political context, it might include data related to an 
individual’s personal health or sexual preferences, religious beliefs, or racial or ethnic origins.  
 
In certain circumstances, this data might be considered entitled to special protection because its 
improper handling or disclosure would intrude deeply upon the personal dignity and honor of the 
individual concerned and could trigger unlawful or arbitrary discrimination against the individual 
or result in risk of serious harm to the individual.  
 
The nature of the sensitivity may vary from situation to situation. In certain settings and cultures, 
for example, it is entirely predictable that disclosure of certain types of personal data might result 
in harm to personal reputation, discrimination with respect to employment or freedom of 
movement, political persecution, or even physical violence, while by distinction disclosure of the 
same data in other circumstances would pose no difficulties at all.6  
 
Within the Member States of the OAS, a wide variety of cultural and legal settings exists, making it 
difficult to say, as a general matter, which specific types of data are categorically more likely to lead 
to especially serious encroachments on individual rights and interests.  
 
Accordingly, appropriate guarantees should be established within the context of national law and 
rules, reflecting the circumstances within the relevant jurisdiction, to ensure that the privacy 
                                                           
6 In some contemporary privacy instruments, certain types of data are categorized as per se sensitive. This 
characterization may be linked to certain historical events that have created specific sensitivities, or because the 
revelation of data in certain contexts gives rise to particular issues, See, for example, ILO Convention 108, Article 6, which 
provides that “Personal data revealing racial origin, political opinions or religious or other beliefs, as well as personal data 
concerning health or sexual life, may not be processed automatically unless domestic law provides appropriate 
safeguards. The same shall apply to personal data relating to criminal convictions.”  

 



interests of individuals are sufficiently protected. Member States should identify clearly the 
categories of personal data which are considered especially “sensitive” and therefore require 
enhanced protection.  
 
Explicit consent of the individual concerned should be the governing rule for the collection, 
disclosure and use of sensitive personal data. The context in which a person provides such data 
should be taken into account when determining any applicable regulatory obligations.  
The burden must be placed on data controllers to assess the material risks to data subjects as part 
of the overall process of risk management and privacy impact assessment. Holding data controllers 
accountable will result in more meaningful protection of data subjects from material harm across a 
wide range of cultural contexts.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  T E N :  A C C O U N T A B I L I T Y   
DATA CONTROLLERS SHALL ADOPT AND IMPLEMENT 

APPROPRIATE MEASURES TO COMPLY WITH THESE PRINCIPLES 
 
The effective protection of individual rights of privacy and data protection rests on responsible 
conduct by the data controllers as much as it does on the individuals and government authorities 
concerned. Privacy protection schemes must reflect an appropriate balance between government 
regulation and effective implementation by those with direct responsibility for the collection, use, 
retention and dissemination of personal data. 

These Principles depend on the ability of those who collect, process and retain personal data to 
make responsible, ethical, and disciplined decisions about that data and its use through the data’s 
“life cycle.” These “data managers” must serve as “good stewards” of the data provided or entrusted 
to them.  

Accountability  

The principle of accountability requires establishing and adhering to appropriate privacy 
protection goals for data controllers (organizations and other entities), permitting them to 
determine the most appropriate measures to reach those goals, and monitoring their compliance. It 
enables data controllers to achieve those privacy protection goals in a manner that best serves their 
business models, technologies, and the requirements of their customers.  

Specific programs and procedures must take into account the nature of the personal data at issue, 
the size and complexity of the organization which collect, store and process that data, and the risk 
of violations. Privacy protection depends upon a credible assessment of the risks the use of 
personal data may raise for individuals and responsible mitigation of those risks.  

National privacy legislation and regulation should therefore provide clearly articulated and well-
defined guidance for use by data controllers. It should encourage the development of self-
regulatory codes of conduct that keep pace with technological developments and that account for 
privacy principles and regulations in other jurisdictions.  

Data controllers should ensure that employees who handle personal data are appropriately trained 
about the purposes and procedures for the protection of that data. They should adopt effective 
privacy management programs and conduct internal reviews designed to promote the privacy of 
individuals. In many cases, the designation of a “chief information and privacy official” will assist in 
achieving this goal.  

Above all, national privacy legislation should hold data controllers accountable for compliance with 
these Principles. In addition to whatever enforcement mechanism may be available to 
governmental authorities, domestic law should provide individuals with appropriate mechanisms 
for holding data controllers liable for violations (for example, through civil damages).  



Privacy by Design  

One effective contemporary approach is to require data controllers to build privacy protection into 
the design and architecture of their information technology systems and business practices. Privacy 
and security considerations should be incorporated into every stage of product design.  

Data controllers should be prepared to demonstrate their privacy management programs when 
asked, in particular at the request of a competent privacy enforcement authority or another entity 
responsible for promoting adherence to a code of conduct. National enforcement authorities can 
only leverage internal accountability mechanisms if data controllers are willing and able to 
demonstrate to them what those mechanisms are and how well they are functioning.  

Sharing Data with Third Parties  

Data sharing and retransmission is a growing practice among data controllers. It presents some 
difficult issues. At a minimum, however, an individual’s consent to the initial collection of personal 
data does not automatically authorize the sharing (or retransmission) of that data to other data 
controllers or data processors. Individuals must be informed about, and giving appropriate 
opportunities to consent to, such additional sharing.  

These Principles require that data controllers must be held responsible for ensuring that their 
requirements are observed by any third party to whom the personal data is communicated. This 
obligation to ensure adequate security safeguards applies whether or not it is another person in 
charge or a different data controller handling personal data on behalf of the responsible 
(accountable) authority.  

It also applies in the case of international or trans-border transfers of personal data (see Principle 
Eleven).  



 

P R I N C I P L E  E L E V E N :  T R A N S - B O R D E R  
F L O W  O F  D A T A  A N D  A C C O U N T A B I L I T Y   

MEMBER STATES SHOULD COOPERATE WITH ONE ANOTHER IN 
DEVELOPING MECHANISMS AND PROCEDURES TO ENSURE THAT 

DATA CONTROLLERS OPERATING IN MORE THAN ONE 
JURISDICTION CAN BE EFFECTIVELY HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR 

THEIR ADHERENCE TO THESE PRINCIPLES 
 
In the modern world of rapid data flows and cross-border commerce, personal data is increasingly 
likely to be transferred across national boundaries. However, the rules and regulations in various 
national jurisdictions today differ in substance and procedure. In consequence, the possibility exists 
for confusion, conflict and contradictions.  

One central challenge for effective data protection policy and practice is to reconcile (i) the 
differences in national approaches to privacy protection with the modern realities of global data 
flow, (ii) the rights of individuals to access data in a transnational context, and (iii) the fundamental 
fact that data and data processing drive development and innovation. All international data 
protection instruments strive towards achieving the proper balance between these goals.  

These Principles articulate a common standard for evaluating privacy protections within OAS 
Member States. The fundamental goal is harmonization of regulatory approaches that provide more 
effective privacy protection while promoting safe data flows for economic growth and 
development.  

In fact, not every OAS Member State today provides precisely the same protections. As a result, 
requiring identical privacy protection rules as a precondition to cross-border data transfers 
between Member States could unduly restrict trans-border flows, to the detriment of individual 
rights as well as economic growth and development.  

Like other international standards in this field, these Principles adopt a standard of reasonableness 
with respect to cross-border transfers. On the one hand, international transfers of personal data 
should be permitted between Member States which afford the levels of protection reflected in these 
Principles or which otherwise provide sufficient protection for personal data, including effective 
enforcement mechanisms.  

At the same time, transfers should also be permitted when data controllers themselves take 
appropriate measures to ensure that transferred data is effectively protected in accordance with 
these Principles. Member States should take the necessary measures to ensure that data controllers 
are held accountable for providing such protection.  

Cross-Border Data Flows  



Transfer of personal data across national borders is a fact of contemporary life. Our global 
community is more inter-connected than ever. In most countries, information from all parts of the 
world is readily available to anyone with a keyboard and internet connection. International law 
recognizes the right of individuals to the free flow of information. Equally important, domestic 
economies are increasingly dependent on trans-border trade and commerce, and the transfer of 
data (including personal data) is a fundamental aspect of that trade and commerce.  

As new technologies emerge, storage of data is becoming geographically indeterminate. So-called 
“cloud” computing and storage, and the increasing prevalence of mobile services, necessarily 
involve the exchange and remote storage of data across national boundaries. A progressive 
approach to privacy and security must permit domestic enterprises and industries to grow and 
compete internationally.  

Unnecessary or unreasonable national restrictions on cross-border data flows have the potential to 
create barriers to trade in services and to hinder development of products and services that are 
innovative, efficient and cost effective. They can easily become obstacles to exports and do 
considerable harm to service providers as well as to individuals and business customers.  

National Restrictions Based on Differing Levels of Protection  

Within the OAS, all Member States share the overall goal of protecting privacy as well as a 
commitment to the free flow of information within certain criteria. A majority of countries around 
the globe do likewise. Nonetheless, in some countries, authorities have imposed restrictions on the 
trans-border communication of data by individuals and entities subject to their jurisdiction when, 
in the opinion of those authorities, the data protection rules in the other countries falls short of the 
specific requirements of the authorities’ own law. For example, an entity in country A may be 
prevented from communicating data to an entity in country B if, in the opinion of A’s authorities, 
the privacy or data protection laws in B fails to meet A’s standards – even if both entities are part of 
the same commercial organization. 

In particular (limited) circumstances, national law may justifiably restrict the trans-national data 
flow and may require data to be stored and processed locally. The reasons for restricting or 
preventing data flows should always be compelling. Some reasons for such restrictions may be 
more compelling than others. As a general matter, however, “data localization” requirements are 
inherently counter-productive and should be avoided, in favor of cooperative measures.  

While motivated by privacy protection concerns, such restrictions can amount to an extraterritorial 
application of domestic law and (if unduly rigorous) may impose unnecessary and 
counterproductive barriers to commerce and development, harmful to the interests of the 
jurisdictions concerned.  

International cooperation  

For these reasons, the principles and mechanisms of international cooperation should work to limit 
and reduce friction and conflict between different domestic legal approaches governing the use and 
transfer of personal data. Mutual respect for the requirements of other countries’ rules (including 



their privacy safeguards) will foster cross-border trade in services. In turn, such respect must rest 
on a concept of transparency between Member countries in respect of requirements and 
procedures for the protection of personal data.  

Member States should work towards mutual recognition of accountability rules and practices, in 
order to avoid and resolve conflicts. Member States should promote the cross-border transfer of 
data (subject to appropriate safeguards) and they should not impose burdens that limit the free 
flow of information or economic activity between jurisdictions, such as requiring service providers 
to operate locally or to locate their infrastructure or data within a country’s borders. National 
legislation should not inhibit access by data controllers or individuals to information that is stored 
outside of the country as long as that information is given levels of protection that meet the 
standards provided by these Principles.  

Accountability of Data Controllers  

Naturally, Data controllers should be expected to comply with legal obligations in the jurisdiction 
where they maintain their principal place of business and where they operate. At the same time, 
data controllers transferring personal data across borders must themselves assume responsibility 
for assuring a continuing level of protection consistent with these Principles.  

Data controllers must take reasonable measures to ensure personal data is effectively protected in 
accordance with these Principles, whether the data is transferred to third parties domestically or 
across international boundaries. They should also provide the individuals concerned with 
appropriate notice of such transfers, specifying the purposes for which the data will be used by 
those third parties. In general, such obligations should be recognized in appropriate agreements or 
contractual provisions or through technical and organizational security safeguards, complaint 
handling processes, audits, and similar measures. The idea is to facilitate the necessary flow of 
personal data between Member States while, at the same time, guaranteeing the fundamental right 
of individuals to protection of their personal data.  

These Principles may serve as an agreed-upon framework for cooperation and enhanced capacity-
building between privacy enforcement authorities in the OAS region based upon common 
standards for assuring the basic requirements of trans-border accountability.  



 

P R I N C I P L E  T W E L V E :  D I S C L O S I N G  
E X C E P T I O N S   

WHEN NATIONAL AUTHORITIES MAKE EXCEPTIONS TO THESE 
PRINCIPLES FOR REASONS RELATING TO NATIONAL 

SOVEREIGNTY, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL SECURITY, THE FIGHT 
AGAINST CRIMINALITY, REGULATORY COMPLIANCE OR OTHER 

PUBLIC ORDER POLICIES, THEY SHOULD MAKE THOSE 
EXCEPTIONS KNOWN TO THE PUBLIC.  

 
Protecting the privacy interests of individuals (citizens and others) is increasingly important in a 
world in which data about individuals is widely collected, rapidly disseminated, and stored for long 
periods of time. These Principles aim at providing individuals with the basic rights needed to 
safeguard their interests.  

And yet, privacy is not the only interest which Member States and their governments must take into 
account in the field of data collection, retention and dissemination. On occasion, other 
responsibilities of the state will inevitably need to be taken into account and may operate to limit 
the privacy rights of individuals.  

In some situations, authorities in OAS Member States may be required to derogate from, or make 
exceptions to, these Principles for reasons related to overriding concerns of national security and 
public safety, the administration of justice, regulatory compliance or other essential public policy 
prerogatives. For example, in responding to the threats posed by international crime, terrorism and 
corruption, and certain severe human rights violations, the competent authorities of OAS Member 
States have already made special arrangements for international cooperation regarding the 
detection, investigation, punishment and prevention of criminal offenses.  

Such exceptions and derogations should be the exception, not the rule. They should only be 
implemented after the most careful consideration of the importance of protecting individual 
privacy, dignity and honor. National authorities should maintain sensible limitations on their ability 
to compel data controllers to disclose personal data, balancing the need for the data in limited 
circumstances and due respect for the privacy interests of individuals.  

Member States should, by public legislation or regulation, clearly identify these exceptions and 
derogations, indicating the specific situations in which data controllers may be required to disclose 
personal data and the reasons therefore. They should permit data controllers to publish relevant 
statistical information in the aggregate (for instance, the number and nature of government 
demands for personal data) as part of the overall effort to promote effective protection of privacy. 
They should also disclose this data promptly and publicly. 



ANEX. ANNOTATIONS  

PART I. THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY 
 

As indicated in the text, provisions on privacy, protection of personal honor and dignity, freedom of 
expression and association, and the free flow of information are found in all the major human rights 
systems of the world.  

For example, the concept of privacy is clearly established in Article V of the American Declaration of 
the Rights and Duties of Man (1948) as well as Article 11 of the American Convention on Human 
Rights (“Pact of San Jose”) (1969).7  

Article V of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man provides that:  

Every person has the right to the protection of the law against abusive attacks upon his honor, his 
reputation, and his private and family life.  

See also Article IX (“Every person has the right to the inviolability of his home”) and Article X 
(“Every person has the right to the inviolability and transmission of his correspondence”).  

Article 11 of the American Convention on Human Rights provides:  

1. Every person has the right to have his honor respected and his dignity recognized.  

2. No one may be the object of arbitrary or abusive interference with his private life, his 
family, his home, or his correspondence, or of unlawful attacks on his honor or reputation.  

3. Every person has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or 
attacks. 8 

European Charter  

                                                           
7 See also the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (arts. 12, 18-20), the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (arts. 17-19), the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (arts. 8-10), the Charter of 
Fundamental Freedoms of the European Union (arts. 1, 7, 8, 10-12), and the African Charter of Human and Peoples’ Rights 
(arts. 5, 8-11 and 28). 

8 In addition, Article 14 of the American Convention (“Right of Reply”) provides:  
1. Anyone injured by inaccurate or offensive statements or ideas disseminated to the public in general by a legally 
regulated medium of communication has the right to reply or to make a correction using the same communications 
outlet, under such conditions as the law may establish.  
2. The correction or reply shall not in any case remit other legal liabilities that may have been incurred. 
3. For the effective protection of honor and reputation, every publisher, and every newspaper, motion picture, 
radio, and television company, shall have a person responsible who is not protected by immunities or special 
privileges.  

 



Only the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (adopted in 2000) specifically 
addresses privacy in the context of data protection.  

Article 8 of that Charter provides:  

(1) that everyone has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her;  

(2) that such data must be processed fairly for specified purposes and on the basis of the 
consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid down by law, and that 
everyone has the right of access to data which has been collected concerning him or her, 
and the right to have it rectified; and  

(3) compliance with these rules shall be subject to control by an independent authority.  

The EU Charter thus appears to distinguish data protection from the right to respect for private and 
family life (art. 7), freedom of thought, conscience and religion (art. 10), and freedom of expression 
and information (art. 11). Scholars continue to debate whether an independent right to protection 
of personal information does exist, or is instead properly considered part of a more general right to 
privacy.9 

PART II. THE RIGHT TO THE FREE FLOW OF INFORMATION 
 

Article IV of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man provides:  

Every person has the right to freedom of investigation, of opinion, and of the expression and 
dissemination of ideas, by any medium whatsoever.  

Article 13 of the American Convention on Human Rights provides:  

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought and expression. This right includes freedom 
to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either 
orally, in writing, in print, in the form of art, or through any other medium of one's choice;  

2. The exercise of the right provided for in the foregoing paragraph shall not be subject to 
prior censorship but shall be subject to subsequent imposition of liability, which shall be 
expressly established by law to the extent necessary to ensure: a. respect for the rights or 
reputations of others; or b. the protection of national security, public order, or public health 
or morals;  

3. The right of expression may not be restricted by indirect methods or means, such as the 
abuse of government or private controls over newsprint, radio broadcasting frequencies, or 
equipment used in the dissemination of information, or by any other means tending to 
impede the communication and circulation of ideas and opinions;  

                                                           
9 See for example Orla Lynskey, “Deconstructing Data Protection: The ‘Added-Value’ of a Right to Data Protection in the 
EU Legal Order,” 63 Int’l & Comp. Law Q. 569 (2014). 



4. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 2 above, public entertainments may be 
subject by law to prior censorship for the sole purpose of regulating access to them for the 
moral protection of childhood and adolescence; and  

5. Any propaganda for war and any advocacy of national, racial, or religious hatred that 
constitute incitements to lawless violence or to any other similar action against any person 
or group of persons on any grounds including those of race, color, religion, language, or 
national origin shall be considered as offenses punishable by law. 

Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) states:  

Every individual has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold 
opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any 
media and regardless of frontiers.  

Article 10 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
(entitled “Freedom of Expression”) provides: 

1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold 
opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public 
authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall not prevent States from requiring the 
licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.  

2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be 
subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are 
necessary in a democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity or 
public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, for 
the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information 
received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.  

The World Summit on the Information Society’s 2003 Declaration of Principles (paras. 24-26) (available 
at http://www.itu.int/wsis/docs/geneva/official/dop.html) emphasized that:  

The ability for all to access and contribute information, ideas and knowledge is essential in an inclusive 
Information Society.  

The sharing and strengthening of global knowledge for development can be enhanced by removing 
barriers to equitable access to information for economic, social, political, health, cultural, educational, 
and scientific activities and by facilitating access to public domain information, including by universal 
design and the use of assistive technologies.  

A rich public domain is an essential element for the growth of the Information Society, creating multiple 
benefits such as an educated public, new jobs, innovation, business opportunities, and the advancement 
of sciences. Information in the public domain should 22 be easily accessible to support the Information 
Society, and protected from misappropriation. Public institutions such as libraries and archives, 



museums, cultural collections and other community-based access points should be strengthened so as to 
promote the preservation of documentary records and free and equitable access to information.  

PART III. APPENDED TEXTS ON DATA PRIVACY AND PROTECTION  
 

The following includes a selection of the texts most likely to be useful to legislators and other 
governmental authorities.  

• OECD Guidelines for the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data (1980, as 
revised in 2013)  

• The Madrid Resolution: International Standards on the Protection of Personal Data and Privacy (2009)  

• The APEC Privacy Framework (2004)  

• APEC Cooperation arrangement for Cross-Border Privacy Enforcement  

• EU Directive 2002/58/EC on privacy and electronic communications (July 12, 2002)  

• EU Directive 95/6/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data 
and on the free movement of such data (Oct. 24, 1995)  

• COE Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data 
(No. 108, Jan. 28, 1981) and Protocol (2001)  

• UN Guidelines for the Regulation of Computerized Data Files (1990)  

• AU Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data (adopted June 27, 2014) 

 

THE AFOREMENTIONED DOCUMENTS MAY BE FOUND AT: 

http://www.oas.org/es/sla/ddi/proteccion_datos_personales.asp 

http://www.oas.org/es/sla/ddi/proteccion_datos_personales.asp
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 T H E  O R G A N I Z A T I O N  O F  A M E R I C A N  S T A T E S  
 
 

The Organization of American States (OAS) is the world's oldest regional organization, dating back to the First 
International Conference of American States, held in Washington, D.C., from October 1889 to April 1890. At 
that meeting the establishment of the International Union of American Republics was approved. The Charter 
of the OAS was signed in Bogotá in 1948 and entered into force in December 1951. The Charter was 
subsequently amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires, signed in 1967, which entered into force in February 
1970; by the Protocol of Cartagena de Indias, signed in 1985, which entered into force in November 1988; by 
the Protocol of Managua, signed in 1993, which entered into force on January 29, 1996; and by the Protocol of 
Washington, signed in 1992, which entered into force on September 25, 1997. The OAS currently has 35 
member states. In addition, the Organization has granted permanent observer status to a number of states, as 
well as to the European Union. 

The essential purposes of the OAS are: to strengthen peace and security in the Hemisphere; to promote and 
consolidate representative democracy, with due respect for the principle of nonintervention; to prevent 
possible causes of difficulties and to ensure peaceful settlement of disputes that may arise among the member 
states; to provide for common action on the part of those states in the event of aggression; to seek the 
solution of political, juridical, and economic problems that may arise among them; to promote, by cooperative 
action, their economic, social, and cultural development; and to achieve an effective limitation of conventional 
weapons that will make it possible to devote the largest amount of resources to the economic and social 
development of the member states. 

The Organization of American States accomplishes its purposes by means of: the General Assembly; the 
Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs; the Councils (the Permanent Council and the Inter-
American Council for Integral Development); the Inter-American Juridical Committee; the Inter-American 
Commission on Human Rights; the General Secretariat; the specialized conferences; the specialized 
organizations; and other entities established by the General Assembly. 

The General Assembly holds a regular session once a year. Under special circumstances it meets in special 
session. The Meeting of Consultation is convened to consider urgent matters of common interest and to serve 
as Organ of Consultation under the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (Rio Treaty), the main 
instrument for joint action in the event of aggression. The Permanent Council takes cognizance of such 
matters as are entrusted to it by the General Assembly or the Meeting of Consultation and implements the 
decisions of both organs when their implementation has not been assigned to any other body; it monitors the 
maintenance of friendly relations among the member states and the observance of the standards governing 
General Secretariat operations; and it also acts provisionally as Organ of Consultation under the Rio Treaty. 
The General Secretariat is the central and permanent organ of the OAS.  The headquarters of both the 
Permanent Council and the General Secretariat are in Washington, D.C. 

MEMBER STATES: Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, The Bahamas (Commonwealth of), Barbados, Belize, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica (Commonwealth of), Dominican Republic, 
Ecuador, El Salvador, Grenada, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, 
Paraguay, Peru, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and 
Tobago, United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela. 
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